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Look from Balenciaga's  fall/winter 2017 menswear show

 
By SARAH JONES

With an increasingly divisive political climate, designers and the greater fashion community are using their public
platforms to advocate their views.

During recent fashion weeks, there have been political messaging both subtle and direct, from runway looks that
referenced the presidential campaign to statements targeting specific policies. While designers and fashion editors
often inject their personal perspectives into their work, how will taking a side in politics impact these brands?

"While Planned Parenthood and immigration are political issues that have become heated with the recent U.S.
election, they're really long-term human rights issues at the core that politics have pushed into the spotlight," Simon
Gerard, content director at Luxury Branded.

"First, [fashion is] an industry filled with both men and women of different cultures and nationalities, with many
being immigrants themselves," he said. "This means the issues of women's rights, immigration, sexism and
xenophobia have had either had an emotional or a personal impact on most people in fashion, including many of
their customers.

"Second, it's  an industry of artists who express themselves through their work. With important political and human
rights issues like this being discussed heavily around the world, we can only expect artists of any kind to use their
platform to speak their minds. In this case, it's  expressed through fashion design, events and editorials.

Taking a stand
During New York Fashion Week, Cond Nast's W magazine gathered models, photographers, designers and stylists at
Milk Studios to send a pro-immigration message. Combatting the administration's refugee ban that is currently being
rewritten, the video's message is simply, "I am an immigrant."

The brainchild of W's creative director Edward Enninful, who was born in Ghana and raised in London, the video
includes 81 participants such as designers Diane von Furstenberg and Joseph Altuzzara, photographers Inez van
Lamsweerde and Vinoodh Matadin and model Adriana Lima. These personalities' words are intercut with each
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other, creating a united message.

I Am an Immigrant: 81 Fashion Celebrities Stand Together | W Magazine

This video shows the inclusiveness of the industry as well as the sheer numbers of personalities who came to the
United States from other nations to participate in fashion.

"When it comes to luxury fashion where the actual people involved are integral the brand, such as the designers and
models being the face of them, we can expect the personal to mix with the brand," Mr. Gerard said.

"For large fashion organizations, these issues have always been around and something I'm sure they've touched on
at various times, but due to the recent surge in conflict surrounding these issues, it seems to have motivated the
industry as a whole," he said. "This makes the strong vocal stance that larger fashion organizations have on these
issues not as surprising as it would have been in the past."

The Council of Fashion Designers of America took on another issue, with the launch of its "Fashion Stands With
Planned Parenthood" campaign, aiming to prevent the defunding of the organization.

Pink pins designed by The Creative Group, Cond Nast, were given to designers, PR agencies, modeling agencies,
influencers, press and other participants. Additionally, CFDA member Tracy Reese prompted designers to wear a
pin on their final walk, accessorize at least one look with the pin and give the button to front row attendees.

Pin power backstage at @lelarose #CFDANYFW #IStandWithPP ? ?: @taylorjewell

A post shared by cfda (@cfda) on Feb 15, 2017 at 10:13am PST

These pins included an information card that covered ways to help protect Planned Parenthood.

https://www.instagram.com/p/BQirm-YgPrJ/


"Civic responsibility is an important CFDA pillar," said CFDA president Steven Kolb in a statement. "Defunding
Planned Parenthood will impact millions of Americans.

"We will raise awareness and support this fashion week and show that Fashion Stands with Planned Parenthood."

Individual labels have also made their position clearer through their collections.

Prabal Gurung turned Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell's quote about fellow Senator Elizabeth Warren,
"Nevertheless, she persisted," into a t-shirt that walked down the runway as part of his finale celebrating feminism.

#PGTshirtseries: Dedicated to the women who inspire us. Our Fall 2017 T-Shirts are now available on
prabalgurung.com at the link in our bio. For every t-shirt  purchased, a port ion of the proceeds will be donated to
Planned Parenthood, the ACLU, and our foundation, Shikshya Foundation Nepal. Shop now at the link in our bio.
Styled by @kaisergrams Casting by Maida Boina. Makeup by @diane.kendal for @maccosmetics Hair by
@anthonyturnerhair for @wellahair with tools by @hottoolspro Skin by @harcourts for @belifusa Nails by
@jinsoonchoi for @jinsoon Thank you to @wearcommando and @footpetals for your support. #femininitywithabite
#pgmuse #pgnyfw #pgworld

A post shared by Prabal Gurung (@prabalgurung) on Feb 18, 2017 at 11:02am PST

Balenciaga's fall/winter 2017 runway show was feeling the Bern, with a nod to Bernie Sanders' presidential
campaign posters, with its brand name spelled out in red, white and blue.

Public School also repurposed campaign merchandise, sending models down the runway in red baseball caps with
the slogan "Make America New York," a reference to President Trump's "Make America great again" hats. The
collection, titled "You're Welcome," was underscored by an arrangement of "This Land is Your Land."

https://www.instagram.com/p/BQqfi3Ehu5H/


Look from Public School's fall/winter 2017 runway show

Belgian-born Raf Simons also used music to make a point at his debut show for Calvin Klein, with the opening
words of his show soundtrack a setting of David Bowie's "This is not America." The designer, who moved to New
York for his new job, provided his take on Americana in the clothing, with looks including a dress that appeared to be
fashioned out of a flag.
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Look from Calvin Klein's fall/winter 2017 runway show

Mr. Simons was also one of the designers to take part in the #TiedTogether movement. Originating from Business of
Fashion, the initiative saw the fashion community wearing white bandanas to promote unity.

"Designers are expressing empathy, joy, everybody is treating the current political climate in their own way," said
W's Mr. Enninful in an article about its film on the magazine's Web site. "There's not one way to respond to today.
There's not one way you can celebrate or you can protest."

Social cause
Political statements were also in fashion earlier this year as brands showed their support for those participating in
the global Women's March.

Whether labels were personally involved in the rally or mere sideline viewers, a number of those in the fashion
community publicly aligned themselves with the Jan. 21 event that gathered millions to persuade the new U.S.
administration to protect women's rights. While taking a stand can bring brands closer to consumers with shared
views, using marketing channels to broadcast politically tinged messages can be a turn off to some (see story).

"In a hyper-fragmented world, everyone is looking for new tribes," said Chris Ramey, president of Affluent Insights,
Miami, FL. "It's  a dangerous precedent for marketers to confuse to confuse their values with their brand's values.

"Luxury is about brand values and point of view. Infusing politics into brand values risks alienating half your
clients," he said. "Taking a political stand rarely turns out well; there is little to gain and much to lose.

"Luxury marketers must manage every brand touchpoint. Having a voice doesn't mean everyone wants to hear you
sing."

Current events generate large, affluent and engaged audiences, presenting a prime marketing opportunity,
according to a panel at Ipsos' "Affluents, Influence & Media" presentation last August.

In research conducted July 8-22 relating to the then-upcoming Rio Olympic Games, the United Kingdom's recent
Brexit referendum and the impending United States election, Ipsos determined that consumers that pay most
attention to these issues are wealthier and more influential than other consumers. Live audiences and current events
therefore offer brands an opportunity to adjust positioning and reach responsive audiences in volume (see story).
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"I think despite what side of the stance media outlets will take when reporting on these fashion brands, it all will have
either a positive or neutral impact on them in regards to their target audiences and buying customers," Mr. Gerard
said.

"While these are emotional issues, these brands are still thinking clearly and they know their industry and their
customers," he said. "They've purposefully decided that being vocal on their personal views on these political issues
is something their industry and customers will embrace.

"Compared to the support seen from their industry and customers, I see these brands feeling no risk in alienating the
audience who disagrees with them, as they're not very likely to be current customers or people they are targeting."
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